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English luxury with a delightful Italian influence… we are proud to present our fragrance, bath & body 
collections. Fond memories of Italy led us to create three ranges, each with its own unique inspiration.

Di Palomo was initially created in 2003. Three friends enjoyed lunch, overlooking the River Dart in Devon, 
on a perfect English summer’s day.  As a bottle of Verdicchio was opened, the friends savoured fond 

recollections of time spent in Italy.  As the afternoon wore on, they became inspired with the idea of 
capturing and sharing their memories with fragrances, reminicent of their time in Tuscany. 

Seduced by the exotic aroma of orange groves and the calming effect of the Cypress trees, casting shadows 
on the walls of a Tuscan farmhouse...It was at that moment Di Palomo was born!

Since the very first inception, quality, style and attention to detail have been combined to create a truly 
indulgent collection. Our exquisite packaging and fine fragrances will carry you away to the warmth and 

relaxation of an Italian summer… from a Tuscan farmhouse high in the hills among the early morning 
invigorating mist, to an evening stroll through the orange groves or a vineyards, heavy with ripened grapes, 

overlooking an Italian lake as the sun dissolves behind the silhouetted landscape.

All designed in the UK and made using the finest quality ingredients, if you can’t be in 
Tuscany right now, Di Palomo is the next best thing. 

Our Story
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“Seduced by the exotic fragrance of wild fig 
and grape, we watch the early sunlight stream 

through foliage, casting dancing shadows upon 
the walls of a Tuscan farmhouse”...



‘After the heat of the day, we walk through the olive & orange groves above the bay of Naples, drawing in the soft, 
sweet fragrance carried on the evening breeze.’

Orange  
Blossom

with Wild Honey 
 & Olive



“After the heat of the day, 
we walked through the 
orange and olive groves 
above the bay of Naples, 
drawing in the soft sweet 
fragrance carried on the 

evening breeze...” 



white
grape

with aloe



‘Ripening grapes still sparkle with dew in the rising heat of the sun; a landscape bursts with rich abundance 
amidst terraced vineyards high above Lake Corbara.  All nature seems at work as Aloe growing wild in the sun 

kissed Umbrian earth, with aloe whispers a promise to sooth and nourish.’



Gift Sets
Bath & Body 
Collection

Handbag
Essentials

Luxury Soap Trio



Ultrasonic Diffuser &
Essential Oils Pack

Perfect fo
r

 gifting!



    New Essential Oils Range
Roll on instant happiness with our new Essential Oil Roll Ons.  
A perfect addition to any handbag to evoke the memories of Italy at any time on the 
go! 

Transport yourself to Tuscany with our 
Aromatherapy Essential Oils, available in all 
three fragrances from our core range, for use 
in our Ultrasonic Diffuser - Tuscan Vinyard 
Sunset.  

Add a few drops into the water, switch on your 
diffuser and let the aromas fill your 
surroundings with thoughts of Italy while the 
mood light gently illuminates.



     Attention to detail...

Not only do we fine tune the aesthetics of our packaging, we also listen to your 
feedback! 

Due to popular demand, we have re-thought some of our range and 
packaging  styles.  

We have made our lids more ergonomic and easier to use, 
refined a selection of our products for elevated elegance 

and created new gift sets, while still keeping the Di 
Palomo luxury and flare we are known for! 



New Bath Bombs        
New ways to enjoy Italian influence combined with 

English luxury! Our stunning core fragrances are now 
available in bath bombs!  

Core Collection Price Ranges
Body Mist - RRP £10.00
Body Wash - RRP £10.00
Eau De Parfum - RRP £25.00
Bath Bombs - RRP £4.00
Handbag Essentials - RRP £8.00
Bath & Body Collection - RRP £18.00
Luxury Soap Trio - RRP £10.00

Room Fragrance Spray - RRP £10.00
Fragrant Reed Diffuser - RRP £22.00
Single Essential Oil - RRP £10.00
Essential Oil Triple Pack - RRP £25.00

Ultrasonic Diffuser Tuscan Vinyard 
Sunset - RRP £45.00

Soap Bar - RRP £4.00
Lip Balm - RRP £4.00
Liquid Soap - RRP £8.00
Hand & Nail Cream - RRP £8.00
Bathing Bubbles - RRP £8.00
Essential Oil Roll On - RRP £10.00
Hand & Body Lotion - RRP £10.00



www.dipalomo.com

Trade Website: www.xystostrade.co.uk

Trade Contact:  

sales@xystos.co.uk        01914991570


